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-ATERIAL #ULTURE
) AM GRATEFUL TO (UGH #HEAPE AND 3ANDY &ENTON FOR 
ADVICE ON THIS	 )RON !GE SPADES ARE FEW AND FAR BETWEEN 
3INCE &ENTONS STUDY 	 THE ONLY OTHER )RON !GE 
lND IS FROM ,ECKIE BROCH 3TIRLINGSHIRE -AC+IE  
PLATE 	 4HE #NIP EXAMPLE IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT 
AS  IT  IS  ALL BUT  IDENTICAL  TO  THE  @STRAIGHT  SPADE OR  CAS
DHÖREACH KNOWN ETHNOGRAPHICALLY IN THE 7ESTERN )SLES 
IN  THE RECENT PAST  #HEAPE A	 AND CHARACTERIZED 
APART  FROM ITS GENERAL  FORM BY THE  @LIFT OF  THE BLADE 
TOWARDS  THE  USER WHICH  ALLOWED  EXTRA  LEVERAGE 4HE 
SPADE RATHER THAN THE PLOUGH WAS THE PRIME CULTIVATING 
IMPLEMENT IN THE )SLANDS IN THE RECENT PAST IBID 	 
4HE ONLY CONTEMPORARY  IRON CULTIVATION  TOOL KNOWN 
IN THE 7ESTERN )SLES IS THE BADLY DAMAGED SPADE BLADE 
OR PLOUGH  SHARE  FROM !#HEARDACH "EAG 3OUTH 5IST 
&AIRHURST    n  &ENTON  	  ALTHOUGH  THE 
USE OF WHALE BONE FOR ARDS AND SPADES IS WELLATTESTED 
2EES  n #RAWFORD 	
)N VIEW OF THE lNDS IMPORTANCE AN !-3 # DATE 
WAS  OBTAINED  DIRECTLY  FROM  THE  PRESERVED  WOOD 
4HIS GAVE A DATE OF  ¢  BP  !!n	 WHICH 
CALIBRATES TO AD n  Ü	 ENTIRELY CONSISTENT WITH 
ITS CONTEXT , MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE 
 UPPER INlLL OF 7HEELHOUSE  ENTRANCE PASSAGE	 SEE 
3ECTION 	
3& )LL B	
0ERFORATED SHEET 4HIN PLATE SUBRECTANGULAR IN PLAN 
TAPERING ON ITS SHORT AXIS TOWARDS ONE EDGE THE CORNERS 
ROUNDED .OW  IN  THREE  FRAGMENTS WITH  A  SMALL  PART 
OF  ONE  EDGE  LOST  )T  HAS  A  SLIGHTLY  OFFCENTRE  ANGLED 
LENTOID  PERFORATION    MM	  !  BRONZE  STUD  WITH 
TRACE  ZINC  AND  LEAD  (  MM  $  MM	  HAS  BEEN 
INSERTED  AT  THE  BROKEN  EDGE  WHILE  8RAYS  SUGGEST 
THERE ARE A NUMBER OF PERFORATIONS IN THE NARROWER HALF 
OF THE PLATE $ETAILS ARE UNCLEAR BUT A SERIES OF AT LEAST 
THREE PERFORATIONS ALONG THE EDGE SEEMS QUITE CERTAIN 
AND THERE ARE SUGGESTIONS OF OTHERS WHICH DO NOT FORM 
A  DISCERNIBLE  PATTERN !LL  ONCE  PROBABLY  HELD  COPPER 
ALLOY STUDS
4HE  FUNCTION  OF  THIS  PLATE  IS  ENIGMATIC  4HE  STUD 
AND PERFORATIONS SUGGEST IT MAY HAVE BEEN A DECORATIVE 
MOUNT (OWEVER THE ONLY OBVIOUS MEANS OF ATTACHMENT 
IS THE LENTOID PERFORATION WHOSE SHAPE WOULD SUGGEST 
AN  ORGANIC  RATHER  THAN  A METAL  lTTING  !LTERNATIVELY 
IT  COULD  HAVE  BEEN  CLAMPED  IN  PLACE  LEAVING  THE 
PERFORATION  FREE  FOR  SOME  UNCERTAIN  FUNCTION  .O 
OBVIOUS PARALLELS CAN BE QUOTED , MM 7 MM 4 
C MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK  0HASE  WALLPACKING 
OF 7HEELHOUSE 	 SEE 3ECTION 	
 4(% 6)42)&)%$ -!4%2)!, 
$AWN -C,AREN AND !NDREW (EALD 
  /6%26)%7
!  TOTAL OF  KG OF  VITRIlED MATERIAL WAS  RECOVERED 
FROM  #NIP  ONE  PIECE  OF  SLAG  3&  #ONTEXT 
	  IS  MISSING  FROM  THE  ASSEMBLAGE  AND  IS  NOT 
CATALOGUED  HERE	  6ISUAL  EXAMINATION  ALLOWS  THE 
MATERIAL  TO  BE  CATEGORIZED  BASED  ON  MORPHOLOGY 
DENSITY  VESICULARITY  AND  COLOUR  !  RANGE  OF  SLAG 
MORPHOLOGIES  ARE  PRODUCED  DURING  IRON  PRODUCTION 
ALTHOUGH  ONLY  A  FEW  FOR  EXAMPLE  TAPPED  SLAG  AND 
HAMMERSCALE  ARE  TRULY  DIAGNOSTIC  OF  SMELTING 
AND  SMITHING  RESPECTIVELY	  !  SIGNIlCANT  AMOUNT 
OF  MATERIAL  WITHIN  MOST  SLAG  ASSEMBLAGES  IS 
UNCLASSIlABLE  MAKING  THE  ALLOCATION  OF  INDIVIDUAL 
PIECES n PARTICULARLY SMALL SAMPLES n TO SPECIlC TYPES 
AND PROCESSES  DIFlCULT  #REW  2EHREN   	 
&URTHER  SCIENTIlC  ANALYSES  WOULD  BE  NECESSARY  TO 
RElNE THE CLASSIlCATION 4HE SLAG HAS BEEN DESCRIBED 
USING  COMMON  TERMINOLOGY  EG  -C$ONNELL   
3PEARMAN  3TARLEY 	
!LTHOUGH  DIFFERENT  TYPES  OF  SLAG  WERE  RECOVERED 
THE MAJORITY FALL INTO TWO MAIN TYPES THOSE INDICATIVE 
OF  IRONWORKING  USUALLY  SMITHING  AND  THOSE  CREATED 
DURING  A  RANGE  OF  PYROTECHNIC  PROCESSES  AND  NOT 
NECESSARILY  INDICATIVE  OF  METALWORKING  !LL  OF  THE 
VITRIlED  MATERIAL  WAS  RECOVERED  FROM  SECONDARY 
CONTEXTS THERE IS NO EVIDENCE OF IN SITU IRONWORKING 
! FULL CATALOGUE OF THE MATERIAL IS GIVEN IN THE ARCHIVE 
REPORT 
  #,!33)&)#!4)/.
  0LANOCONVEX HEARTH BOTTOMS AND SLAG AMALGAMS
4HERE  ARE  TWO  MAIN  FORMS  OF  EVIDENCE  FOR  THE 
SMITHING  OF  IRON  ON  ARCHAEOLOGICAL  SITES  BULK  SLAGS 
AND MICROSLAGS /F THE BULK SLAGS ONLY @PLANOCONVEX 
HEARTH BOTTOMS 0#("	 ARE UNLIKELY TO BE CONFUSED 
WITH THE WASTE PRODUCTS OF SMELTING AND ARE THEREFORE 
DIAGNOSTIC  OF  SMITHING  3TARLEY    	  (EARTH 
BOTTOMS ARE  FORMED  IN  THE  SMITHING HEARTH  AND CAN 
COME  IN  A  RANGE  OF  SIZES  4HEY  ARE  RECOGNIZABLE  BY 
THEIR  CHARACTERISTIC  PLANOCONVEX  FORM  HAVING  A 
ROUGH  CONVEX  BASE  AND  A  SMOOTHER  VITRIlED  UPPER 
SURFACE WHICH IS SOMETIMES HOLLOWED 
3IX  PLANOCONVEX  HEARTH  BOTTOMS  AND  A  FURTHER 
TWO  POSSIBLE  FRAGMENTS  WERE  RECOVERED  WEIGHING  A 
TOTAL OF G 4HE DIMENSIONS  AND DENSITY OF  THESE 
PIECES  RANGING  BETWEEN  nMM  IN  DIAMETER 
SUGGEST  THAT  THEY  ARE  THE  PRODUCT  OF  IRON  SMITHING 

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RATHER THAN SMELTING WHICH PRODUCES CHARACTERISTICALLY 
LARGER AND HEAVIER HEARTH BOTTOMS WITH LARGE CHARCOAL 
INCLUSIONS	 4HREE ARE SLAG AMALGAMS OF MORE THAN ONE 
HEARTH BOTTOM WITH ONE EXAMPLE CONSISTING OF TWO OR 
POSSIBLY THREE SUPERIMPOSED HEARTH BOTTOMS 
  5NCLASSIlED SLAGS n SMITHING 
4HE  REMAINING  BULK  SLAGS  G	  ARE  FRACTURED  AND 
SMALL  3UCH  SLAGS  ARE  A  COMMON  COMPONENT  WITHIN 
AN ASSEMBLAGE AND CAN BE PRODUCED DURING BOTH IRON 
SMELTING  AND  SMITHING  $IFFERENTIATING  BETWEEN  THE 
TWO  THROUGH  VISUAL  EXAMINATION  ALONE  IS  DIFlCULT 
AND  FOR  THIS  REASON  SUCH  SLAGS  ARE  OFTEN  REFERRED  TO 
AS  UNDIAGNOSTIC  IRONWORKING  SLAGS  !S  MANY  WERE 
RECOVERED  FROM  CONTEXTS  WITH  OTHER  EVIDENCE  OF 
4!",% 
6ITRIlED MATERIAL CLASSIlCATION
2ESIDUE TYPE  7EIGHT G	
 
0LANOCONVEX HEARTH BOTTOM 0#("	  
3LAG AMALGAM 3!	  
5NCLASSIlED SLAG 53	    
(EARTH LININGVITRIlED CERAMIC (,	    
6ITRIlED RESIDUE MAGNETIC	        
6ITIlED RESIDUE NONMAGNETIC	      
&E CONGLOMERATE &E#	    
 
4!",% 
2ANGE AND WEIGHT OF VITRIlED MATERIAL ASSOCIATED WITH STRUCTURES
+EY WBS WIND BLOWN SAND 3! SLAG AMALGAM 0#(" 0LANOCONVEX HEARTH BOTTOM 53 5NCLASSIlED SLAG (, HEARTH LINING 
62 VITRIlED RESIDUE MAGNETIC	 62 VITRIlED RESIDUE NONMAGNETIC	 &E# &E CONGLOMERATE
3TRUCTURE  !CTIVITY  7EIGHT G	  3!  0#("  53  (,  62  62  &E# 
    -ASONRY  CONSTRUCTION                   
    /CCUPATION  lLL                   
    )NlLL                   
    -ASONRY  CONSTRUCTION                     
    /CCUPATION  lLL                     
    -ASONRY  CONSTRUCTION                       
    /CCUPATION  lLL                   
    )NlLL                     
    -ASONRY  CONSTRUCTION                   
    /CCUPATION  lLL                   
  -IDDENWBS                   
UNSTRAT                   
SMITHING 4ABLE 	 THIS DOES SUGGEST THAT SOME WERE 
CREATED DURING THIS PROCESS 
  6ITRIlED HEARTH OR FURNACE LINING
! TOTAL OF G OF MATERIAL IS HEARTH OR FURNACE LINING 
WITH  VITREOUS  RESIDUES  ON  THE  INTERIOR  SURFACES  4HIS 
MATERIAL  FORMS  AS  A  RESULT  OF  A  HIGHTEMPERATURE 
REACTION BETWEEN THE CLAY LINING OF THE HEARTHFURNACE 
AND  THE ALKALI  FUEL  ASHES OR  IN  SOME CASES  IRON  SLAG 
/FTEN  THE  MATERIAL  SHOWS  A  COMPOSITIONAL  GRADIENT 
FROM  UNMODIlED  lRED  CLAY  ON  ONE  SURFACE  TO  AN 
IRREGULAR CINDERY MATERIAL ON THE OTHER 3TARLEY  
	 /NE FRAGMENT HAS A LARGE DISTINCT THUMB PRINT 
REMAINING ON THE BURNT CLAY 
  /THER VITRIlED MATERIAL 
-ANY ITEMS CLASSED AS @SLAG DURING EXCAVATION CANNOT 
BE DIRECTLY RELATED TO IRONWORKING AND ARE BEST VIEWED 
AS  VITRIlED MATERIAL  OR  RESIDUES  4HIS  IS  SLAG  FORMED 
WHEN MATERIAL SUCH AS EARTH CLAY STONES OR CERAMICS 
IS  SUBJECTED  TO  HIGH  TEMPERATURES  FOR  EXAMPLE  IN  A 
HEARTH $URING HEATING THESE MATERIALS REACT MELT OR 
FUSE  WITH  ALKALI  IN  ASH  PRODUCING  GLASSY  VITREOUS	 
AND  POROUS  MATERIALS  4HESE  CAN  BE  FORMED  DURING 
ANY  HIGHTEMPERATURE  PYROTECHNIC  PROCESS  INCLUDING 
DOMESTIC  HEARTHS  AND  ARE  NOT  NECESSARILY  INDICATIVE 
OF  DELIBERATE  INDUSTRIAL  ACTIVITY  4HEY  CAN  BE  BOTH 
MAGNETIC AND NONMAGNETIC "OTH ARE REPRESENTED AT 
#NIP

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$ESPITE  THESE  PROBLEMS  THE  SLAG  DEMONSTRATES  THAT 
IRONWORKING TOOK PLACE IN AND AROUND #NIP SOMETIME 
DURING  THE  )RON  !GE  9ET  OUR  UNDERSTANDINGS  OF  THE 
CHRONOLOGY AND ROLE OF IRON PRODUCTION IN THE 3COTTISH 
)RON  !GE  IS  STILL  AMBIGUOUS  ALTHOUGH  VALUABLE  WORK 
HAS  BEEN  DONE  EG  -AC+IE    -C$ONNELL   
 (INGLEY 	 4HUS IN HIS REVIEW OF )RON !GE 
3COTTISH SOCIETY (INGLEY COULD ONLY STATE THAT @THERE IS 
AT PRESENT VERY LITTLE COMPREHENSION OF THE FUNCTION OF 
THE  HOUSEHOLD  AND  THE  COMMUNITY  IN  THE  CONTEXT  OF 
AGRICULTURAL  AND  INDUSTRIAL  PRODUCTION    	 !T 
PRESENT WE HAVE A BLANKETAPPROACH TO INTERPRETATIONS 
THERE  IS  A  COMMON  PERCEPTION  THAT  EVIDENCE  FOR 
IRONWORKING CAN BE EXPECTED ON MANY IF NOT ALL )RON 
!GE  SITES  EG -ORTIMER    	  4HIS  PERCEPTION 
EXISTS WITHIN THE !TLANTIC 3COTTISH DOMAIN PARTICULARLY 
THOSE WITH STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS SIMILAR TO #NIP EG 
!RMIT  	 
"Y  STUDYING  THE  #NIP  ASSEMBLAGE  WITHIN  ITS 
WIDER (EBRIDEAN  CONTEXT  THREE POINTS  EMERGE  &IRST 
ALTHOUGH  IT  IS  TRUE  THAT MANY  SITES HAVE EVIDENCE  FOR 
IRONWORKING  OF  THE  WHEELHOUSE  AND  CELLULAR  SITES 
NOTED IN !RMIT 	 LESS THAN  PER CENT HAVE SUCH 
EVIDENCE !S SLAG COLLECTIONS WERE NOTED IN SOME EARLY 
EXCAVATIONS  ANTIQUARIAN  RECOVERY  PROCEDURES  ARE  NOT 
ENTIRELY TO BLAME FOR THESE PATTERNS 
3ECOND  THERE  APPEAR  TO  BE  DIFFERENCES  IN  THE 
QUANTITY  OF  IRONWORKING  MATERIAL  RECOVERED  FROM 
SITES BROADLY CONTEMPORARY WITH #NIP &OR EXAMPLE 
NO DIAGNOSTIC IRONWORKING DEBRIS WAS RECOVERED FROM 
3OLLAS #AMPBELL 	 AND ONLY VERY SMALL TRACES OF 
SLAG  WERE  RECOVERED  FROM $UN  6ULAN  $UNGWORTH 
  	  AND  $UNAN  2UADH  -ORTIMER   
n	  4HESE  TOTALS  ARE  FAR  SMALLER  THAN  THAT 
RECOVERED  FROM #NIP  AND  FROM #NIP    SEE  BELOW 
THIS SECTION	 7HILE ISSUES OF TAPHONOMY CHRONOLOGY 
AND  PRESERVATION  MAY  BE  SKEWING  INTERPRETATION 
THE  EMERGING  PICTURE  DOES  INDICATE  THAT  DIFFERENT 
STRUCTURES  WERE  BACKDROPS  FOR  DIFFERING  LEVELS  OF 
IRONWORKING DURING THE )RON !GE /N MANY OF THESE 
SITES THE SLAG MAY REPRESENT LITTLE MORE THAN EVERYDAY 
REPAIR OR MANUFACTURE OF PROSAIC FUNCTIONAL OBJECTS 
(OWEVER  ON  OTHER  SITES  THEY MAY  BE  INDICATIVE  OF 
MORE SPECIALIZED ACTIVITY 
!S -C$ONNELL   	 HAS  EMPHASIZED WHEN 
SLAG  IS  FOUND  IT  IS  ESSENTIAL  TO  DISTINGUISH  BETWEEN 
AN  AREA OR  BUILDING USED  FOR OCCASIONAL  INTERMITTENT 
SMITHING  AND  A  FULLTIME  WORKING  FORGE  )N  A 
(EBRIDEAN  CONTEXT  THIS  IS  HARD  TO  DETECT  (OWEVER 
THERE ARE  TANTALISING HINTS &OR EXAMPLE  THE BRONZE 
AND IRONMETALWORKING EVIDENCE FROM #NIP  SUGGESTS 
  &E CONGLOMERATE
4HREE RANDOM PIECES OF COMPACT CONGLOMERATE WITH A 
SIGNIlCANT &E CHEMICAL COMPONENT WERE RECOVERED 
  $)3#533)/. 
!S  IS  CHARACTERISTIC  OF MANY  SLAG  ASSEMBLAGES  A  LARGE 
PROPORTION  OF  MATERIAL  WAS  UNSTRATIlED  !NOTHER 
SIGNIlCANT  GROUP  WAS  RECOVERED  FROM  SECONDARY 
CONTEXTS PARTICULARLY MIDDENS USED AS WALLlLLS DURING 
CONSTRUCTION  OF  VARIOUS  STRUCTURES  OTHER  STRUCTURAL 
MATERIAL  AND  RUBBLE  &URTHERMORE  THE  SLAG  FROM 
@mOOR  LAYERS  CANNOT  BE  TAKEN  AS  EVIDENCE  OF  IN  SITU 
METALWORKING  AS  THE  SLAG  MAY  DERIVE  FROM  MATERIAL 
DELIBERATELY BROUGHT IN FROM ELSEWHERE TO MAKE mOORS 
4HE  COMPLETE  ABSENCE  OF  MICROSLAGS  HAMMERSCALE 
AND  SLAG  SPHERES	  n  NORMALLY  INDICATIVE  OF  IN  SITU 
METALWORKING  n  REINFORCES  THE  INTERPRETATION  THAT 
MOST IF NOT ALL OF THE VITRIlED MATERIAL FROM #NIP IS 
RESIDUAL  
(OWEVER  FURTHER  CONTEXTUAL  ANALYSIS  IS  FRUITFUL 
&IRST  THERE  IS  A  MARKED  CONCENTRATION  OF  SLAG  FROM 
0HASES    THE  INITIAL  PHASE  OF  THE  SITES  OCCUPATION 
REPRESENTED BY THE CONSTRUCTION OF TWO WHEELHOUSES	 
AND   THE lNAL MAJOR CONSTRUCTION PHASE  SHOWN BY 
3TRUCTURE 	 4ABLE 	 3ECOND THESE CONCENTRATIONS 
ARE  CONlNED  TO  SPECIlC  STRUCTURES  IN  PARTICULAR 
7HEELHOUSE  AND 3TRUCTURE  4ABLE 	 
7HEELHOUSE    HAS  THE  LARGEST  STRATIlED  SLAG 
COLLECTION WITH  THE MAJORITY  DERIVING  FROM MIDDEN 
MATERIAL  USED  AS  PACKING  DURING  THE  WHEELHOUSE 
CONSTRUCTION  'IVEN  THAT  THE  CONSTRUCTION  OF 
WHEELHOUSES  IS  DATED  TO  AROUND  THE  LAST  COUPLE  OF 
CENTURIES  BC  THE  IRONWORKING  EVIDENCE  ALTHOUGH 
RESIDUAL  DOES  INDICATE  THAT METALWORKING  TOOK PLACE 
IN AND AROUND #NIP AROUND THIS TIME AND IS A WELCOME 
ADDITION  TO  THE  MEAGRE  EVIDENCE  FOR  IRONWORKING 
IN  THE  %ARLY-IDDLE  )RON  !GE  SEE  -AC+IE  	 
3IMILARLY THE SECOND LARGEST ASSEMBLAGE WAS ASSOCIATED 
WITH CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND  LAID MIDDEN mOORS OF 
3TRUCTURE  7HILE THIS CANNOT BE RELATED TO USE OF THIS 
BUILDING  THE  MATERIAL  DOES  SHOW  THAT  IRONWORKING 
TOOK  PLACE  IN  AND  AROUND #NIP  DURING  THE  lRST  TWO 
CENTURIES  AD  4HIS  CONTEXTUAL  ANALYSIS  RAISES  WIDER 
INTERPRETATIVE ISSUES ESPECIALLY WITH lNDS FROM EARLIER 
EXCAVATIONS )N THE PAST ARTEFACTS HAVE BEEN INTERPRETED 
AS  RELATING  DIRECTLY  TO  ONSITE  ACTIVITY  7HAT  THE 
#NIP  ASSEMBLAGE  DEMONSTRATES  IS  THAT  SUCH MATERIAL 
ALTHOUGH  INDICATIVE  OF  CRAFT  IN  THE  VICINITY  MAY  BE 
COMPLETELY DIVORCED FROM THE STRUCTURE AND PERIOD IN 
WHICH IT IS FOUND

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THAT  THE  SITE  WAS  AN  ARENA  FOR  SPECIALIZED  INDUSTRIAL 
ACTIVITIES !RMIT  $UNWELL  ESP 	 !LTHOUGH 
THE @FURNACELIKE STRUCTURE FROM ! #HEARDACH "HEAG 
CANNOT  BE  RELATED  TO  A  SPECIlC  INDUSTRIAL  PROCESS 
IT  MAY  BE  ASSOCIATED  WITH  IRONWORKING  &AIRHURST 
  	  &INALLY  THE  CRUCIBLES  FROM  THE  FURNACE 
AT  "AC  -HIC  #ONNAIN  SHOW  THAT  THE  STRUCTURE  WAS 
USED  FOR  NONFERROUS  METALWORKING  AT  SOME  STAGE 
"EVERIDGE  #ALLANDER    lG 	 !LTHOUGH 
THE  SLAG  CANNOT  BE  DIRECTLY  RELATED  TO  THE  FURNACE  IT 
TOO  IS  PART  OF  A  WIDER  PROBABLY  SPECIALIZED  ONSITE 
METALWORKING  TRADITION  4HESE  EXAMPLES  SUGGEST 
THAT DIFFERENT SITES WERE HOME TO DIFFERENT DEGREES OF 
METALWORKING 7HETHER THEY RELATE TO DIFFERENT PARTS 
OF THE IRONWORKING CYCLE SMELTING PRIMARY SMITHING 
SECONDARY SMITHING	 OR FORM PART OF A WIDER NETWORK 
ARE  DIFlCULT  TO  ANSWER  AT  PRESENT (OWEVER  THEY DO 
SUGGEST  THAT  NOT  ALL  SLAG  CAN  BE  EXPLAINED  AS  OBJECT 
REPAIR )F THIS IS TRUE OF THE (EBRIDES IT IS LIKELY TO BE 
TRUE OF THE REST OF )RON !GE 3COTLAND 
!LTHOUGH  THE  METALWORKING  DEBRIS  FROM  #NIP  IS 
SMALL  IN QUANTITY AND FROM SECONDARY CONTEXTS IT  IS A 
USEFUL  COLLECTION  FOR  STIMULATING  PERTINENT  QUESTIONS 
REGARDING  THE  SCALE  ROLE  AND  ORGANIZATION  OF  FERROUS 
METALWORKING  IN  !TLANTIC  3COTLAND  4HE  EVER
INCREASING (EBRIDEAN CORPUS HAS AN IMPORTANT ROLE TO 
PLAY IN THESE DISCUSSIONS !S !RMIT AND $UNWELL  
	  STATE  THE POSSIBILITY OF WELLPRESERVED  SPECIALIST 
WORKSHOPS OF )RON !GE DATE SURVIVING IN THEIR WIDER 
LANDSCAPE GIVES THESE SITES AN IMPORTANCE IN A FAR WIDER 
CONTEXT THAN !TLANTIC 3COTLAND 
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3IX  OBJECTS  FROM  #NIP  WERE  ASSOCIATED  WITH  NON
FERROUS  METALWORKING  !LL  ARE  VALVES  OF  BIPARTITE 
MOULDS  FOR  THE  GENERAL  PROCESS  SEE  #URLE   
n  AND  ,ANE  #AMPBELL    n	 .ONE  OF 
THE  MOULDS  ARE  COMPLETE  NOR  DO  THEY  PRESERVE  THE 
FULL  EXTENT  OF  THE  OBJECT  MANUFACTURED  (OWEVER 
WHERE DISCERNIBLE ALL APPEAR TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
MANUFACTURE OF PINS 4HEY ARE MADE FROM A lNE BROWN 
OXIDIZED CLAY WITH FEW INCLUSIONS REDUCED TO GREY AT 
THE CASTING FACE 4HREE OF THE MOULDS ARE UPPER VALVES 
THE  OTHERS  LOWER  VALVES 2ATHER  THAN HAVING  KEYS  TO 
HOLD THE HALVES TOGETHER THE FACE OF EACH UPPER VALVE IS 
DISHED ON EITHER SIDE OF THE OBJECT IMPRESSION TO ACT AS 
KEYING FOR THE CORRESPONDING CONVEX AREA ON THE LOWER 
VALVE  &OUR  OF  THE  MOULDS  HAVE  SURVIVING  INGATES 
WHERE  THE METAL WAS  POURED  INTO  THE MOULD 4HESE 
ARE ALWAYS AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PIN SHAFT !LL MOULDS 
HAVE REMNANTS OF A SKIN OF CLAY THAT WAS APPLIED TO THE 
EXTERIOR TO HOLD THE TWO HALVES OF THE MOULD TOGETHER 
4HESE  TECHNOLOGICAL  ASPECTS  ARE  USED  CONSISTENTLY  BY 
THE #NIP  SMITHS 4HE  CASTING  SURFACES WERE  ANALYSED 
NONDESTRUCTIVELY  USING  ENERGY  DISPERSIVE  8RAY 
mUORESCENCE  %$82&	  BY  THE  #ONSERVATION  AND 
!NALYTICAL $EPARTMENT AT .-3 
3& )LL A	
2INGHEADED  PIN  MOULD  5PPER  VALVE  WITH  INGATE 
"ROKEN AT THE HEAD 4HE SHAFT OF THE PIN WIDTH C MM	 
IS DElNED BY TWO PROMINENT RIDGES 3ADLY THE BROKEN 
AREA  CONTAINED  THE  CRUCIAL  DETAILS  FOR  IDENTIFYING  THE 
PIN  TYPE  )T  IS  A PROJECTING  RINGHEADED PIN WITH  THE 
PLANE  OF  THE  HEAD  MM  IN  FRONT  OF  THE  SHANK 4HE 
FACE IS  LOST BUT THE EDGE IS PRESERVED UP TO ABOUT HALF 
THE HEADS ORIGINAL HEIGHT AND IS PLAIN INDICATING IT WAS 
NOT A BEADED OR ROSETTEHEADED PIN )T COULD BE EITHER 
A  PLAIN  RINGHEADED  PIN  OR  A  PROTOHANDPIN  WHERE 
THE CRESCENT IN THE LOWER HALF IS PLAIN 3TEVENSON  
 lG " NOS  	 IT IS NOT POSSIBLE ON THIS EVIDENCE 
TO  DISCRIMINATE  BETWEEN  THEM %XTRAPOLATING  THE  FULL 
EXTENT OF THE HEAD GIVES A PIN OF , SOME MM WITH A 
HEAD OF 7 MM AND ( MM AND A SHANK OF , MM 
AND $  nMM  %$82&  ANALYSIS  REVEALED  HIGHLY 
ENHANCED VALUES OF ZINC AND LEAD AND TRACES OF COPPER 
, MM 7 MM 4 MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK B 
0HASE B SAND DEPOSIT IN "AY  7HEELHOUSE 	
3& )LL B	
0IN  MOULD  5PPER  VALVE  FRAGMENT  WITH  INGATE 
"ROKEN  AT  ONE  END  /NLY  THE  SHAFT  SURVIVES  4HE 
SHAFT  OF  THE  PIN  IS  DElNED  BY  TWO  PROMINENT  RIDGES 
WHICH ARE VERY IRREGULAR AND BOWED IN PLACES WIDTH 
C nMM	 0ROBABLY ASSOCIATED WITH 3& %$82& 
ANALYSIS REVEALED TRACES OF ZINC AND COPPER , MM 
7 MM 4 MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK B 0HASE B 
SAND DEPOSIT IN "AY  7HEELHOUSE 	
3& )LL C	
0IN MOULD ,OWER VALVE FRAGMENT WITH INGATE "ROKEN 
AT ONE END /NLY THE SHAFT OF THE PIN SURVIVES WIDTH 
MM	  0ROBABLY  ASSOCIATED  WITH  3&    %$82& 
ANALYSIS REVEALED NO SIGNIlCANT METAL TRACES , MM 
7 MM 4 MM #ONTEXT  "LOCK B 0HASE B 
SAND DEPOSIT IN "AY  7HEELHOUSE 	
